
SPACE TOWER
The ultimate solution  
for larder units
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More space  
in the kitchen
SPACE TOWER can be accessed with impress
ive ease, provides ample space for provisions 
and can be tailored to each customer's individual 
needs. In short, this wellthoughtout larder unit 
makes everyday kitchen use a piece of cake.
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www.blum.com/workflow

Workflow – Convenience
It is important that people are able to access their  
provisions when using their kitchen, which is why 
SPACE TOWER needs to be located in an easy to 
reach position in the room, enabling good workflows.
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Access from three sides
SPACE TOWER makes use of the full depth of your cab
inet. Thanks to full extension, you have easy access to 
all contents from the left, right and even from the front.

Light operating forces
You only need to open the pullout that contains the 
item you need. The light operating forces make the 
larder unit incredibly convenient to use.

Removal from above 
Each full extension can be opened individually and is 
fully visible from above, meaning you can quickly find 
the item you need and then remove it from above with 
ease.

All-round access

All-round access | SPACE TOWER

Larder units are used more frequently than you would 
think. This is why they really need to be convenient 
to use. SPACE TOWER's pullouts can be opened 
individually, giving you clear visibility and direct access 
to contents.
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Flexible 
storage
The primary objective of SPACE TOWER is to provide 
ample storage space. This clever cabinet solution 
makes full use of the space available. Provisions are 
kept together and clearly organised.
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www.blum.com/space

High load bearing capacity 
Each pullout boasts high stability and impressive load 
bearing capacity (up to a total weight of 70 kg) so the 
larder unit can even safely hold heavy items such as 
bottles.

Flexible inner dividers
Inner dividing systems beautifully organise storage 
space and allow you to keep everything nice and tidy. 
They also securely hold provisions so that flour, sugar 
and rice won’t tip over.

High, closed drawer boxes
High, closed drawer boxes ensure that provisions are 
stored securely, meaning that nothing can fall out from 
the side or the back.

Space – Optimisation
SPACE TOWER provides plenty of storage for a large 
number of items and makes full use of the space avail
able in your kitchen. Practical inner dividing systems 
can be flexibly arranged to keep contents nice and tidy.

Flexible storage | SPACE TOWER
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www.blum.com/motion

A wide range of options
SPACE TOWER comes in all heights, widths and 
depths and can be tailored to your individual storage 
space needs. The wide range of options means that 
this practical larder unit uses every inch of space avail
able in your kitchen.

Motion – Quality
Top quality motion is a real feelgood factor and 
makes everyday kitchen use easy. You can equip 
SPACE TOWER with an electrical or mechanical  
motion support system to suit your specific needs.
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Be it narrow
SPACE TOWER is also ideal for tight 
kitchens because even smaller models 
of the larder unit can accommodate 
large amounts of food.

Or wide
Should your kitchen be more spacious,  
a wide SPACE TOWER larder unit  
provides ample space to hold food for  
a big family.

The ultimate in convenience
Pullouts open automatically with the 
SERVODRIVE electrical motion sup
port system – a light touch is all that is 
required. BLUMOTION ensures soft and 
effortless closing.

A wide range of options | SPACE TOWER
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Compatible with 
all box systems

Compatible with all box systems | SPACE TOWER

MERIVOBOX
MERIVOBOX is based on a platform concept, allowing 
you to combine different drawer side accessories as 
you wish. 

LEGRABOX
With its super slim drawer sides and numerous cus
tomisation options, LEGRABOX is the box system for 
maximum design flexibility.

SPACE TOWER gives you great design freedom.  
The larder unit can be implemented with LEGRABOX, 
MERIVOBOX and TANDEMBOX – three box systems 
that provide endless scope for design. You can create 
a consistent design throughout the whole kitchen if the 
customer so wishes.

TANDEMBOX antaro
The efficient TANDEMBOX antaro box system has  
a clearcut, rectangular design and a timeless look.
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In every  
living area
This practical kitchen solution is also suitable for other 
living areas. SPACE TOWER provides ample storage 
space and easy access to contents so it is also ideal for 
bedrooms, hallways and bathrooms.
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Toiletries in bathrooms are kept nice and tidy and are 
immediately to hand. SPACE TOWER equipped with 
LEGRABOX pure in silk white matt.

SPACE TOWER provides ample storage space and 
easy access to contents, making it ideal for bedrooms. 

In every living area | SPACE TOWER
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In high cabinets, it's prac
tical to have a shelf that 
is clearly visible from the 
front as the highest level. 
The inner drawer under
neath makes it easier 
to access storage items 
from the side.

If the hinge is mounted 
above the lowest pullout, 
the pullout can be in
serted right at the bottom, 
making the most of those 
last few inches of usable 
storage space.

You can position the 
inner pullouts at different 
heights within the cabinet 
so no items will be too tall 
to store.

Great design scope
To ensure that every SPACE TOWER wows users, 
we’ve put together some useful design tips for planning 
your application. Pullouts can be flexibly positioned 
within the cabinet so you can adapt interiors to storage 
items. This gives you even more design freedom.
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www.blum.com/configurator

www.blum.com/spacetower

It is easy to work out the 
fittings and drilling positions 
you need using the online 
Product Configurator – just 
head to:

For planning information,  
please visit:

Great design scope | SPACE TOWER
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www.blum.com/ideas

Blum's ideas  
for practical kitchens
Kitchens have to withstand the rigours of everyday use. 
Blum has been investigating the needs of kitchen users for 
years and has come up with a multitude of ideas to make 
modern kitchens even more practical. 

For more information about  
practical kitchens
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Workflow – Convenience
Meal preparation and cleanup are daily 
recurring activities or ‘workflows’. If you 
keep everything exactly where you need 
it, kitchen chores will run like clockwork.

Space – Optimisation
You can never have enough storage 
space. But the amount of storage you 
really need depends on your personal  
requirements. Careful planning will 
allow you to make full use of the space 
available.

Motion – Quality
Top quality fittings deliver enhanced 
convenience and make your life easier. 
Furniture should be easy to open, have 
a featherlight glide even when heavily 
laden and close softly and effortlessly 
with BLUMOTION. 

Ideas for practical kitchens | SPACE TOWER
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We believe that ideas can move the world. We offer 
innovative fittings, inspiring furniture concepts and 
appropriate services so that you can turn your creative 
ideas into reality. We are driven by your needs, international 
trends and our shared vision of a better quality of living. Let 
us work together to create moving ideas.

We would like you to enjoy greater 
convenience and functionality 

when using furniture.

Quality of living
Everything from a single source: 

our wide range of products allows 
you to keep up with today’s and 

tomorrow’s trends.

Product range

We monitor global trends and 
strive to create the solutions of 
tomorrow. We like to share our 

insights with you.

Inspiration
We stay in motion. Curiosity 
and pioneering spirit drive us 
to develop new products and 

services for you.

Innovation

We support your daily operations 
with customised services tailored 

to your processes.

Services
We continuously strive to improve 

our products, services and 
ourselves.

Quality

We take responsibility for 
partnerships, our employees, 
society and the environment.

Trust Julius Blum started our journey in 
1952 with horseshoe studs. Today 

we supply innovative fittings to 
customers in over 120 countries.

moving ideas
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Our sites in Austria, Poland and China are certified to the international standards mentioned below.
Our site in the USA is certified to ISO 9001.
Our site in Brazil is certified to ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 45001.

Julius Blum GmbH
Furniture Fittings Mfg.
6973 Höchst, Austria
Tel.: +43 5578 705-0
Fax: +43 5578 705-44
E-mail: info@blum.com
www.blum.com
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